Traceability throughout the complete tire life-cycle
Industrial-grade RFID, NFC and Bluetooth® products & solutions

Since 2005 Confidex Smart Industries has become the trusted partner for system integrators and end-users of high performing short-range wireless products to enable Industrial IoT technologies throughout the world.

Excellent service, consistent quality and reliable products are in the DNA of our company. Together with our technology partners we build value-adding solutions for asset management, traceability and authentication - applicable in tire manufacturing, supply chain and automotive. Today, over 100 million assets are equipped with Confidex Tags and Labels.

TireTag

ISO 20909 compliant embedded RFID tag enables traceability of tires throughout the whole life-cycle. Small size and omni-directional antenna design provides greater flexibility for both warehouse and yard management applications.

TireLabel

Confidex TireLabel is a customizable solution supporting the unique requirements of vulcanization. Flexible design enables an efficient supply chain process from manufacturing to the point of sales.

Ironside slim

Confidex Ironside Slim is specifically designed for tracking metallic returnable transport items and is used in millions of containers. With its proven mechanical endurance and RF performance it supports the digitalization and automation of the entire value chain.

For more information, visit https://www.confidex.com/smart-industries/